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CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS NEWS ME

// Trucks

RENAULT TRUCKS
K XTREM
Renault Trucks’ ultra-tough, new K Xtrem arrives in the Middle East. Product Manager
Ahmed Motaleb tells us how the New K Xtrem offers the most robust chassis on the
market and how it is designed for the most extreme conditions
Designed for the most heavy-duty uses
on the most extreme terrains such as
quarries and mines, the K Xtrem comes
with a reinforced chassis and an automated, reinforced Optidriver Xtrem gearbox. The new model offers a drive axle
total capacity of 32 to 36 tons, cast iron
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engine flywheel housing and C-shaped
side member reinforcement. Added to
this, customers can specify with 24” off
road tires, bolstering the model’s ability
to tackle the toughest terrain.
Ahmed Motaleb, Product Manager
of Renault Trucks Middle East, adds:
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“When developing the C and K ranges,
we deployed significant resources to
ensure these vehicles deliver maximum reliability and robustness. Each
range underwent rigorous quality trials
and were also exhaustively field tested
under actual operating conditions.

The K Xtrem version takes this one
step further by offering our customers
the most robust chassis in the market,
specifically designed to meet extreme
conditions such as those in the Middle
East market.’’
The first Renault Trucks K Xtrem is
already available in Lebanon, with our
new appointed importer: AMTRAC,
specialized in equipment providing
major brands such as Volvo Construction Equipment.
This new Renault Trucks K Xtrem is
equipped with a 27m3 Tipper body,
with 54t GVW.
Tipper body built by TOPCAT Industries, local bodybuilder in Lebanon.
The K500 Xtrem supplied in Lebanon
www.cbnme.com

comes with a powerful DXi13 engine,
which is able to deliver 2400 Nm of
torque at 1050 to 1400 rpm, coupled to
Optidriver Xtrem gearbox and reinforced drive axle, this driveline delivers
impressive performance no matter what
the operational challenges are.
AMTRAC with Renault Trucks team
organized a demo to potential customers in a quarry, fully loaded truck on
very steep gradients. Customers were
impressed by the power of the engine
and Optidriver gearbox, they drove the

truck as if it was on a flat road.
Driving trucks in such working environment has never been easier, thanks
to the Optidriver Xtrem gearbox, the
truck was able to perform in the toughest terrains using the off road mode,
climb-ability was impressive, using the
manual accelerator helps a lot in bumpy
terrains commented one of the drivers.
Another customer was also really
impressed with the cab, we could feel
the cab design is around the driver
from the first moment, with all controls
at the driver’s fingertips, a 7’’ HD LCD
information display, and seats with
fitted seat belts designed by Recaro®.
Operating environment inside the cab
is really quite thanks to the high quality
insulation, and the design of the windshield and side mirrors guaranteed clear
visibility around the cab with minimum
blind spots, something crucial for the
safety inside the work site.
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BUILT
TO
DELIVER

The entire Renault Trucks range delivers an impressive fuel
performance to drive the profitability of your business and to
get the job done in all terrains.

www.renault-trucks.com

